molitvoslov jordanville orthodox prayer book in slavonic holy - now available in slavonic with color icons this is the standard prayer book for orthodox laity includes canons akathists troparia daily prayers the divine liturgy as well as a guide for making the sign of the cross bows and so on, by russian orthodox church molitvoslov jordanville - by russian orthodox church molitvoslov jordanville orthodox prayer book in church slavonic hardcover hardcover december 17 2008 4 5 out of 5 stars 4 customer reviews see all 2 formats and editions hide other formats and editions price new from used from hardcover please retry, amazon com customer reviews molitvoslov jordanville - find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for molitvoslov jordanville orthodox prayer book in church slavonic at amazon com read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users, are there any parallel russian slavonic english prayer - i have a copy of the jordanville prayer book that is getting worn out and i would like to know if a parallel russian i e church slavonic russians call it russian and english prayer book exists particularly one containing morning and evening prayers prayers before communion and possibly some of the other wealth of the jordanville prayer book, drevnepravoslavnii molitvennik old orthodox prayer book - the third edition of the old orthodox prayer book contains the most common prayers for the layman in both english and slavonic morning and evening prayers during the day the main prayers of the divine services from vespers to liturgy canons to our lord the mother of god and the guardian angel canons for the sick for the departed the, a listing of suggested prayer books orthodoxinfo com - a listing of suggested prayer books the jordanville prayer book good translation for the most part and reasonably complete it uses the psalter according to the seventy produced by holy transfiguration monastery for roca parishioners this is the best one to use because of the translation, old orthodox prayer book old believer prayer book old - the old orthodox prayer book is published in a tartan red hardcover small format approx 5 x 7 760 pages the text is printed in black red larger english font than the second edition ribbon marker translated to english from slavonic by hieromonk german ciuba, holy trinity bookstore eastern orthodox books in english - just over one year ago teachers and students from holy trinity orthodox archbishop avery a short reflection on wednesday 31st march o s the feast of saint jonah and saint innocent into all nations modern orthodox mission cont in part one we discussed the scriptural basis for the church s strong, st tikhon s church slavonic collection 2 vols logos - the orthodox prayer book svit also known as the svit prayer book this bilingual prayer book contains daily prayers and prayers for special needs it also includes the divine liturgy and akathists to jesus christ and the most holy theotokos it provides the texts in slavonic and english using the english translations from the first edition produced in 1959
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